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MotivationMotivation

�� Quantitative analysis of Quantitative analysis of processes processes with dynamic with dynamic 
reconfigurations, modelled as reconfigurations, modelled as stochastic graph stochastic graph 
transformationstransformations

�� Analysis Analysis throughthrough
Model Model checking: limited in scalechecking: limited in scale�� Model Model checking: limited in scalechecking: limited in scale

�� Stochastic simulation: statistical results onlyStochastic simulation: statistical results only

�� SSymbolic calculationymbolic calculation

Question: Question: What is the What is the distribution of completion distribution of completion 
timestimes of a stochastic process of a stochastic process (deterministic, (deterministic, 
concurrent), given the concurrent), given the distribution of delays of its distribution of delays of its 
constituent stepsconstituent steps..



Basic Notions of ProbabilityBasic Notions of Probability



Stochastic Graph Stochastic Graph Transformation SystemsTransformation Systems

SG SG = (TG, P, = (TG, P, ππππππππ, , FF))
�� TGTG –– type graph type graph 

�� PP –– set of rule namesset of rule names

�� ππππππππ(p): L (p): L �������� R R –– rules typed over rules typed over TGTG

�� F: F: P P �������� ((RRRRRRRR �������� [0,1]) [0,1]) –– distribution functions for delaydistribution functions for delay

Exponential distributionExponential distribution

�� given by rate  given by rate  λλ

�� 1/1/λλ avg. delayavg. delay

Normal distribution Normal distribution 

�� given by mean given by mean 
and deviation and deviation 



Generalised SemiGeneralised Semi--Markov ProcessesMarkov Processes

�� Transitions do not depend on Transitions do not depend on history prior to history prior to 
the current statethe current state



Timed Runs and SimulationTimed Runs and Simulation

�� SGSG** -- sequences of transformations sequences of transformations 
labelled labelled by time by time stampsstamps

GG00 ��p1,t1p1,t1 GG11 ��p2,t2p2,t2 ... ... ��pn,tnpn,tn GGnn

�� Sampled by Sampled by stochastic simulation stochastic simulation 
GRABS

Distributions
(XML)

�� Sampled by Sampled by stochastic simulation stochastic simulation 
InitialisationInitialisation

�� compute all enabled events (rule, match) compute all enabled events (rule, match) 

�� for each event determine randomly for each event determine randomly 
(based on distributions) their delay(based on distributions) their delay

IterationIteration
�� select next event select next event and and apply (rule, match) apply (rule, match) 

�� update enabled eventsupdate enabled events and and remaining remaining 
delaysdelays

VIATRA

GTS 
(in VCTL)



Properties of RunsProperties of Runs



Completion Time DistributionCompletion Time Distribution



Lifting the Basic Theory Lifting the Basic Theory 
of Graph Transformationof Graph Transformation

�� Complex transformations via composed rulesComplex transformations via composed rules

�� Parallel transformationParallel transformation

�� Concurrent transformationsConcurrent transformations

�� General patternGeneral pattern

�� Define composition operation Define composition operation ##�� Define composition operation Define composition operation ##

�� Define relation of sequences Define relation of sequences (G#)*(G#)* using using 
composed rules to basic sequences composed rules to basic sequences G*G*

�� Stochastic GTSStochastic GTS

�� Lift definition of Lift definition of ctdctd from from G* G* to to (G#)*(G#)*

�� Fine delay distribution Fine delay distribution F(c)F(c) for composed rules for composed rules cc
such that such that F(c) = F(c) = ctdctd(G (G ��������cc HH))



SeriesSeries--parallel Productionsparallel Productions

�� Using + for disjoint and ; for dependent Using + for disjoint and ; for dependent 
concurrent productions, seriesconcurrent productions, series--parallel rule parallel rule 
expressions areexpressions are

�� Assignments Assignments ππππππππ of productions and of productions and F F of of 
distribution distribution functions functions are extended inductivelyare extended inductively

�� Exact sExact s--p productions, recursivelyp productions, recursively
�� in in c ; dc ; d all components in all components in dd depend on all depend on all 
components in components in cc

�� in in c + dc + d, both , both cc and and dd are sare s--pp



SeriesSeries--parallel Transformationsparallel Transformations

�� If If dd is a step using an exact sis a step using an exact s--p production p production cc, , 
then then ctdctd(d) = F(c)(d) = F(c)

�� If If cc is not exact,is not exact, then then F(c)F(c) is an upper bound, is an upper bound, 
i.e., for each deadline i.e., for each deadline t, F(c) t, F(c) is less likely to meet is less likely to meet 
it than it than ctdctd(t)(t)it than it than ctdctd(t)(t)

F(c)(t) F(c)(t) ≤≤≤≤≤≤≤≤ ctdctd(d)(t)(d)(t)

Proof: Proof: Induction on the structure of rule Induction on the structure of rule 
expressions, using parallelism and concurrency expressions, using parallelism and concurrency 
theorems as induction steps. theorems as induction steps. 



ConclusionConclusion

�� Basic theory of algebraic GTS liftedBasic theory of algebraic GTS lifted

�� Symbolic computation of completion time Symbolic computation of completion time 
distribution for seriesdistribution for series--parallel processesparallel processes

�� Connections to be exploredConnections to be explored
�� SScheduling theory: cheduling theory: makespanmakespan of a partially ordered of a partially ordered 
network of tasks with stochastic durationsnetwork of tasks with stochastic durations

�� Concurrent semantics: deterministic graph processes, Concurrent semantics: deterministic graph processes, 
nonnon--deterministic deterministic unfoldingsunfoldings

��Potential applicationsPotential applications
�� Local optimisation of processesLocal optimisation of processes

�� Refinement of stochastic system Refinement of stochastic system 


